
The Genies' Give
Back Pledge

An introduction to how we plan

to make a positive impact
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At the end of each quarter, The Growth Genies

will donate 1% of revenue to a worthy cause.

This initiative is to ensure that as we grow as

an agency, we pass on the kindness to the

charities most in need. It is our agreement to

do what it takes to support positive change.

Ultimately, it is a way to hold ourselves

accountable, to build a legacy which outlasts

the agency and to keep pushing for equal

opportunities in our local and global

communities.

The Growth Genies was not founded with a

consumeristic, profit-driven mindset. Rather,

we wanted to build an agency which

celebrated experiencing greater connection,

inspiration and freedom; that worked to

support businesses in our home countries,

regardless of how ‘big’ or ‘known’ they were. 

By implementing this Give Back Pledge into

our agency’s operations and culture, we hope

to facilitate something truly meaningful. We

want to be a part of a movement that makes a

tangible, positive impact on peoples’ lives and

helps create a better, brighter future. B

ut this pledge won’t only exist between us and

our chosen charities. It’s also between us and

our clients, as we encourage them to

implement similar initiatives that align with

their own values. To collaborate and unite

together in pursuit of a common goal: to

transform how business impacts the world.
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No act of kindness, however
small, is ever wasted.

Aesop



Connect withthese charities

Research what

quantifiable
impact

donations have

Track ourrevenue + keepengaging withcharities

Spread the
word!

Next steps



No one has ever become poor
by giving.

Anne Frank


